Low-frequency neural entrainment to rhythmic input has been hypothesized as a canonical 27 mechanism that shapes sensory perception in time. Neural entrainment is deemed particularly 28 relevant for speech analysis, as it would contribute to the extraction of discrete linguistic 29 elements from continuous acoustic signals. Yet, its causal influence in speech perception has 30 been difficult to establish. Here, we provide evidence that oscillations build temporal 31 predictions about the duration of speech tokens that directly influence perception. Using 32 magnetoencephalography (MEG), we studied neural dynamics during listening to sentences 33 that changed in speech rate. We observed neural entrainment to preceding speech rhythms 34 persisting for several cycles after the change in rate. The sustained entrainment was associated 35
INTRODUCTION 40 41
Brain oscillations are known to entrain to rhythmic sensory signals. Neural entrainment is 42 observed for various stimulation ranges and sensory modalities, yet it is still unclear whether 43 the observed oscillatory activity in electrophysiological recordings truly reflects the 44 recruitment of endogenous neural oscillations, and whether these oscillations causally 45 influence sensory processing and perception [1] . Neural entrainment that relies on the 46 recruitment of endogenous oscillations should be dynamic and self-sustained, meaning that it 47 should adapt to the dynamics of current sensory rhythms and should persist for several cycles 48 after stimulation. Crucially, the sustained neural entrainment would be functionally relevant 49 for sensory processing as it would provide a temporal predictive mechanism [2,3]: neural 50 entrainment would reflect the internalization of past sensory rhythms to optimize sensory 51 processing by predicting the timing of future sensory events. So far evidence for sustained 52 entrainment is scarce, and has only been reported in occipital cortices for visual alpha 53 oscillations, and in temporal cortices after auditory entrainment in monkey recordings [4, 5] .
A 54 crucial open question is whether sustained entrainment occurs during the presentation of 55 complex ecological signals such as speech, and, if so, how it would impact perception [6, 7] . 56 57 Neural entrainment could provide important temporal information for speech processing, 58
given that the acoustic signal presents periodicities of the same temporal granularity as 59 relevant linguistic units, e.g. syllables [6, 7] . Specifically, low-frequency neural entrainment 60 has been proposed to contribute to parsing, and to defining the duration of discrete speech 61 information extracted from the continuous auditory input [8] [9] [10] . Being recruited at the 62 earliest stages of speech analysis, entrained oscillations should ultimately influence the 63 perception of the spoken utterances. As for other entrainment schemes, their causal efficacy in 64 speech processing remains debated [11] [12] [13] [14] . Because neural oscillations match the dynamics 65 of speech during entrainment, it is unclear whether oscillatory activity observed in 66 electrophysiological recordings during speech processing reflects the involvement of neural 67 oscillators for speech analysis, or, alternatively, is the consequence of non-oscillatory based 68 mechanisms that modulate the evoked response to the rhythmic speech signal [13] . For 69 instance, stronger neural entrainment has repeatedly been observed for more intelligible 70 speech signals [15] [16] [17] [18] , but these observations could either originate from the stronger 71 recruitment of oscillatory mechanisms, or from the enhanced evoked response to the speech 72 acoustic features. 73
74
To demonstrate the causal role of neural entrainment in speech perception, the oscillatory 75 activity has to be disentangled from the driving stimulus's dynamics. Neural oscillatory 76 models suggest that this dissociation is possible when speech temporal characteristics are 77 suddenly changing. Sustained entrainment to the preceding speech dynamics should be 78 observed after a change in speech rate, meaning that the observed neural entrainment to 79 speech is dependent on contextual rhythmic information. If neural oscillations causally 80 influence speech processing, different neural oscillatory dynamics should lead to different 81 percepts for the same speech material. This predicts that entrainment to past speech rhythms 82 should influence subsequent perception. In line with this proposal, contextual speech rate has 83 been shown to affect the detection of subsequent words [19] , word segmentation boundaries 84
[20], and perceived constituent durations [21] [22] [23] . We propose that these effects could 85 originate from the presence of sustained neural oscillatory activity that defines the parsing 86 window of linguistic segments from continuous speech [8, 13, 21] . The frequency of sustained 87 entrainment should then affect the onset, offset and size of the discretized items, so that a 88 change in frequency leads to distinct percepts of the extracted linguistic units. 89
90
We tested this hypothesis in an MEG study in which native Dutch participants listened to 91 Dutch sentences with varying speech rates. The beginning of the sentence (carrier window) 92 was either presented at a fast or a slow speech rate ( Fig. 1A) . Specifically, during the carrier 93 window, the speech envelopes in the slow and fast rate conditions had a strong rhythmic 94 component at 3 Hz and 5.5 Hz respectively (Fig. 1B) . The last three words (target window) 95 were consistently presented at an intermediate pace (Fig. 1C ). Participants were asked to 96 report their perception of the last word of the sentence (target word), which contained a vowel 97 ambiguous between a short /ɑ/ and a long /a:/, and could be perceived as two distinct Dutch 98 words (e.g., tak /tɑk/ "branch" or taak /ta:k/ "task"). We investigated whether sustained neural 99 entrainment to speech could be visible after a speech rate change (during the target window), 100 and if the sustained entrainment causally affected the perception of the target word. 101 102 103
Figure 1: Experimental design and behavioral results.
A) The participants listened to Dutch sentences with 104 two distinct speech rates. The beginning of the sentence (carrier window) was either presented at a fast or a slow 105 speech rate. The last three words (target window) were spoken at the same pace between conditions. Participants 106 were asked to report their perception of the last word of the sentence (target). The words presented in the carrier 107 window did not contain semantic information that could bias target perception and did not contain any /ɑ/ or /a:/ 108 vowels. B) Normalized speech envelope power spectra in the Carrier window (average across all carrier 109 sentences). The speech envelopes showed a strong oscillatory component at 3 Hz for the Slow (blue) condition, 110 and at 5.5 Hz for the Fast (red) speech rate condition (the two rates correspond to the syllabic presentation rate of 111 the stimuli). C) Normalized speech envelope power spectra in the Target window (averaged across all sentence 112 endings). 3 Hz and 5.5 Hz oscillatory components were not prominently observed in the power spectra during Target words always contained an ambiguous vowel that could either be categorized as a 127 short /ɑ/ or as a long /a:/ vowel. Note that the two vowels are distinguishable by both 128 temporal (duration) and spectral characteristics (e.g. second formant frequency; F2) [22, 24] . 129
In the design, vowels were kept at a constant duration, but were presented at three distinct F2 130 frequencies (one ambiguous F2 value, one F2 value biasing participant reports towards short 131 /ɑ/ responses, one F2 value biasing participant reports towards long /a:/ responses). The F2 132 was varied to control for the participant's engagement in the task, and as expected participants 133 relied on this acoustic cue to discriminate the two vowels (main effect of F2: F(2,40) = 124.5, 134 p < 0.001). Crucially, the preceding speech rate affected the perception of the target word 135 (main effect of speech rate: F(1,20) = 24.4, p < 0.001). Participants were more biased to 136 perceiving the word with a long /a:/ vowel (e.g., taak) after a fast speech rate, and the word 137 with a short /ɑ/ vowel (e.g., tak) after a slow speech rate ( Fig. 1D ). We quantified how 138 strongly each participant was affected by the preceding speech rate in his/her behavioral 139 report with the Perceptual Bias, which corresponds to the difference in the percentage of long 140 /a:/ vowel reports between the Fast and Slow rate conditions ( Fig. 1E ). As the behavioral 141 effect of contextual speech rate was not significantly different across the various F2s tested 142 (interaction F2 by speech rate: F(2,40) = 0.6, p = 0.58), we pooled the data across F2 143 conditions for the following MEG analyses. Therefore, neural entrainment was expected to peak at 3 Hz for the Slow rate condition and at 155 5.5 Hz for the Fast rate condition. To test this, we introduced the Entrainment Index (EI, see 156
Materials and Methods). EI is based on the ratio of neural oscillatory power at the 3 Hz and at 157 5.5 Hz between the Fast and Slow conditions. EI is larger than 1 when neural entrainment to 158 the initial speech rate is observed for both Fast and Slow conditions (i.e., stronger 3 Hz power 159
for Slow condition and stronger 5.5 Hz power for Fast condition). Significant entrainment to 160 speech (EI > 1) was observed during the carrier window, demonstrating that low-frequency 161 brain activity efficiently tracked the dynamics of speech ( Fig. 2A ). The strongest EI was most 162 prominently observed in auditory cortices, suggesting that primarily sensory responses 163 accounted for the observed neural entrainment ( Fig. 2A, Fig. S1A ). Strong EI was observed 164 for all participants (Fig. 2B ), and effectively captured the entrainment to the actual speech 165 rate. The 3 Hz power was relatively stronger in the Slow rate condition than in the Fast rate 166 condition, and 5.5 Hz power was stronger in the Fast rate condition ( Crucially, sustained entrainment correlated with behavioral performance, so that participants 201 with stronger entrainment were also more strongly biased in their perceptual reports by the 202 contextual speech rate. We correlated the EI observed in the most activated grid point of the 203 significant cluster (in right middle temporal cortex, MNI coordinates: 50, -40, -10) to the 204 Perceptual Bias of each participant. A significant positive correlation was observed between 205 the two measures (Spearman's rho: 0.54, p = 0.018, Fig. 4A ), suggesting that participants 206 with stronger sustained entrainment (i.e. high EI) had a stronger Perceptual Bias, i.e., were 207 more influenced by the preceding speech rate in the perception of the target word (more likely 208 to perceive a short /ɑ/ after a slow speech rate, and a long /a:/ after a fast speech rate). Hence, 209
inter-subject variability in the strength of sustained entrainment was observed and could 210 predict how susceptible participants' judgments on the target word were affected by 211 contextual speech rate. 212 For the Slow rate condition, the trials were divided based on the observed 3 Hz power. We 235 observed that the strength of sustained entrainment impacted the perceptual reports at the trial 236 level. More long vowel percepts were observed for trials with strong sustained entrainment to 237 the Fast speech rate; conversely more short vowel percepts were observed for trials with 238 strong sustained entrainment to the Slow speech rate (Fig. 4B, left 
panel, interaction between 239
Speech rate and Strength of sustained entrainment F(1,20) = 3.77; p = 0.066, marginally 240 significant). Stronger sustained entrainment was thus associated with a stronger Perceptual 241 Bias (Fig. 4B, right panel) . The results confirm that the tracking of the temporal regularities of sounds is a neural strategy 303 used for optimizing speech processing. Yet, the relevance of neural oscillations in building 304 temporal predictions based on past temporal statistics may be a general property of sensory 305 processing [39, 40] , in line with the idea that oscillations provide temporal metrics for 306 perception [41, 42] . Additionally, the current study was focused on the neural entrainment to 307 the strongest rhythmic cues in the speech envelope, i.e., syllabic rhythms, operated by theta 308 oscillations (3-8 Hz). We argue that the observed sustained entrainment would primarily 309 influence the processing of speech acoustic features considering that theta oscillations are 310 linked to acoustic parsing [43] and phonemic processing [44, 45] , while they do not seem to be 311 involved in parsing of words in the absence of relevant acoustic cues [28] . Theta oscillations 312 would then serve a distinct role compared to oscillations in the delta range (1-3 Hz): theta 313 would be involved in the acoustic parsing of continuous speech into words, while delta 314 oscillations would combine the segmented words into larger linguistic discrete structures 315 based on procedures underlying syntactic and semantic combinatoriality [13, [46] [47] [48] . 316
317
In summary, the present results show neural entrainment to speech is not purely stimulus 318 driven and is influenced by past speech rate information. Sustained neural entrainment to past 319 speech rate is observed, and it influences how ongoing words are heard. The results thus 320 support the hypothesis that neural oscillations actively track the dynamics of speech to 321 generate temporal predictions that would bias the processing of ongoing speech input. region Arnhem-Nijmegen). Participants had normal hearing, no speech or language disorders, 329 and were right handed. We excluded 10 participants who presented strong bias in their 330 perceptual reports (<20 % or >80 % long vowel reports throughout the experiment, explicit 331 strategies reported during debriefing); two participants were excluded due to corrupted MEG 332 data; leaving 21 participants (14 females; mean age: 22 years old) in the analysis. Recordings were divided into two temporal windows. The Carrier windows were composed 338 of the first 12 syllables prior to "het" onset; the Target windows contained the ending "het 339 woordje [target]". Carrier sentences did not contain semantic information that could bias 340 target perception and did not contain any /ɑ/ or /a:/ vowels. Carriers were first set to the mean 341 duration of the five carriers and then expanded (133% of original rate) and compressed 342
(1/1.33 = 75% of original) using PSOLA [49] in Praat [50] , manipulating temporal properties 343 while leaving spectral characteristics intact (e.g., pitch, formants). The resulting Fast and 344
Slow carriers had strong periodic components at 5.5 Hz and 3 Hz, respectively ( Fig 1B) . The 345 sentence-final Target window ("het woordje [target]") was kept at the originally recorded 346 speech rate (i.e., not compressed/expanded). As targets, the speaker produced 14 minimal 347
Dutch word pairs that only differed in their vowel, e.g., "zag" (/zɑx/) -"zaag" (/za:x/), "tak" 348 (/tɑk/) -"taak" (/ta:k/), etc… One long vowel /a:/ was selected for spectral and temporal Before MEG acquisition, participants were presented with a vowel categorization staircase 361 procedure to estimate individual perceptual boundaries between /ɑ/ and /a:/. It involved the 362 presentation of the target word "dat" (/dɑt/) -"daad" (/da:t/) in isolation (i.e., without 363 preceding speech) with varying F2 values (1100-1700 Hz), with participants indicating what 364 word they heard. Based on this procedure, 3 F2 values were selected, corresponding to the 365 individual 25%, 50%, and 75% long /a:/ categorization points. These values were used in the 366 MEG experiment, where half of the target words contained an ambiguous vowel (F2 367 associated to 50% long /a:/ categorization point), a quarter of the target words with a vowel 368 F2 associated to 25% long /a:/ responses, and a quarter target words with a vowel F2 369 corresponding to 75% long /a:/ responses. In the MEG experiment, stimuli included carrier 370 sentences followed by target sequences. All participants heard the five carriers in both rate 371 conditions in combination with all possible targets in a randomized order. Participants were 372 asked to listen to the full sentences while fixating on a fixation cross on the screen, and to 373 report what the target word was by button press once the response screen appeared (presented 374 700 ms after target offset, with the two response options presented left and right, e.g., "tak" or 375 Each brain volume was divided into a grid points of 1 cm voxel resolution, and warped to a 415 template MNI brain. For each grid point the lead field matrix was calculated. Source 416 reconstruction was then performed using a common spatial filter obtained from beaming data 417 from both Slow and Fast speech rate conditions. The Entrainment Index (EI) was calculated 418 based on the source reconstructed power for each grid point according to the formula: 419 = )*+, (3 ) 3456 (3 )
• 3456 (5.5 ) )*+, (5.5 ) 420 421 Sources with significant EI > 1 were estimated using cluster-based permutation statistics [54] . 422
First, a "null hypothesis" source dataset was generated by setting the EI values to 1. Pairwise 423 t-tests were then computed for each grid point between the experimental EI source data to the 424 generated "null hypothesis" source dataset. Grid points with a p-value associated to the t-test 425 of 5% or lower were selected as cluster candidates. The sum of the t-values within a cluster 426 was used as the cluster-level statistic. The reference distribution for cluster-level statistics was 427 computed by performing 1,000 permutations of the EI and the generated null hypothesis 428 source data. Clusters were considered significant if the probability of observing a cluster test 429 statistic of that size in the reference distribution was 0.05 or lower. 430
431
The inter-individual correlation between brain data and perceptual bias was performed within 432 the most strongly activated grid point (grid point with highest t-value) located within the 433 significant observed cluster. Single-trial power analysis was computed at this grid point to 434 estimate the inter-trials effects of sustained entrainment on the Perceptual Bias. Single-trial 435 time series were first computed using a Linearly constrained minimum-variance (LCMV) 436 beamformer spatial filter. The largest of the three dipole directions of the spatial filter was 437 kept for power analysis. The power at 3 Hz and 5.5 Hz was estimated for each trial using the 438 same parameters as for the first analysis. The trials were sorted in two groups based on the 439 strength of the oscillatory component corresponding to the initial speech rate (3 Hz for Slow 440 rate condition, 5.5 Hz for Fast rate condition). The % long vowel responses were then 441 contrasted between the two groups using a two-way repeated measure ANOVA with Speech 442 rate (Fast, Slow) and Sustained Entrainment Strength (Low, High) as factors. 443 444 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 445
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